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· Rollins College 
WINTER TERM - 1981 
.. ,-: 
Monday, October 6 
Friday, October 10 
Wednesday, October~·-22 
Wednesday, October 22 
Friday, October 31 
Friday, October 31 
Wednesday, November 12 
Thursday, Novanber 20 
Saturday, November 22 
Monday, January 5 
Monday, January 12 
Wednesday, February 4 
WINTER TERM CALENDAR 
Farly registration for Off-Carrpus Group Studies 
Complete forms for individual Off-Carrpus Projects 
due in the Office of the Provost 
Preregistration for winter and spring tenn --
preregister with your adviser 
Preregistration forms due in Office of the 
Registrar by 4:00 P.M. 
Notice of approval or rejection of Individual 
Off-Carrpus projects 
Students receive status reports for winter and 
spring term courses 
Registration for winter and spring tenns 
Winter tenn classes "begin 
La.st date to notify Registrar of intent to take 
winter tenn courses Credit/No Credit, or to drop 
one with a W 
Winter term classes end 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
Introduction 
Winter tenn is designed to provide a different type of learning experience than the 
fall and spring tentlS. With concentration on one subject, you will have more opp:,r-
tunity to work "on your own," and to explore areas of learning which do not fit into 
the longer ternis. During this period, you may stay on carg;,us a,nd take a intensive 
course, a directed study or an independent study, or choose to work off-carrpus in an 
off-canq:,us group study or an individual off-campus project. Regardless of the 
nature of the study, each student is §XE?E:Cted to devote a minimum of 40 hours per 
. week to his or her academic work. · N) student may register for more than one course 
or independent study project during the ·Winter term. It is hoped that you will take 
full advantage of the winter te.rm as an opportunity to explore a field in depth. 
Please take time to read this booklet carefully. It contains information on all of 
the various opportunities offered during the winter term. It is organized into four 
main sections: On-Canpus Courses, Off-Canpus Group Studies, Individual Off-Canpus 
Projects and a special section on engineering at Washington University in St. Louis. 
The first section on On-Canpus Courses is further divided by division and then by 
department~ There will be a few additionai On-Canpus Courses which we will pub-
licize at a later date in an addendum to this catalogue. 
Types of Opportunities 
·an-Campus ·courses 
The On-Canpus Courses described in this catalogue are classified as Intensive 
Courses (IC) , Directed Studies (DS) , or Indpendent Studies (IS) • 
There are no exact definitions which can be used to distinguish the Intensive 
Courses from the Directed Studies. However, in general, the Intensive Courses fol-
low a rnore traditional fonnat than the Directed Studies. The Intensive Courses 
usually include a substantial arrount of lecture and/or laboratory time with the 
instructor and employ evaluation methods similar to those used during the fall and 
spring tenns. Many of the Directed Studies are designed to prepare the student, 
through a gradual process, to assurre more responsibility and self-direction in his 
or her academic work. Interaction between the instructor and the students will take 
place through a caTibination of group instruction and individual conferences, and . 
students wil "be required to carry out sane kind of individual project. 
Since many of the courses marked either IC or DS employ a canbination of these two 
fonnats, the "best way to detennine the true nature of the teaching methods employed 
in a particular study is to see the instructor. However, it is irrportant to note 
that students in The Honors Degree Program may not use an Intensive Course to satisfy 
the Directed Study requirement of that program without Dr .. Lairson's approval. 
The· Independent Study is a research course based on one student and his or her pro-
ject and one instructor working with that student. In addition to the Independent 
Studies listed in this catalogue, a student may arrange for an Independent Study 
by conferring with an instructor in the field in which he or she desires to work. 
A student planning to do an Indpendent Study should carefully work out a proposal 
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for his or her research 'before the beginning of the winter term. Individual con-
ferences 'between the instructor and the student should be scheduled on a regular 
basis. The instructor and the student should agree on the nature of the final 
pa.per and the sul:::rnission deadline. 
Off-Campus Study 
For the general student who wishes to study off-campus, we have four different types 
of opportunities: Off-Carnpus Group Stl.ldies, Individual Off-Campus Projects, Engi-
neering Courses at Washington University at St. Louis, and a student exchange with 
Colgate University. 
An Off-Carnpus Group Study is essentially the same type of course as an On-Campus 
Directed Study, differing in its location as an on-site laooratory and having a re-
search errphasis other than the library or scientific laooratory. It affords the 
student an opportunity for broadened instruction, both fran the instructor and fran 
the personnel living in the areas 'being visited. Although the "tour concept" is 
inherent in a group study, its experiences will involve far rrore than sight-seeing. 
It includes definite academic requirements to be met in addition to group discussion 
and indiviudal conferences. The specific requirema-its are related directly to the 
purpose of the study; however, rrost of these courses do include sane kind of an 
independent project. 
Individual Off-Carnpus Winter Tenn Projects are similar in nature to the On-Campus 
Independent Studies; however, they provide the student with the opportunity to rrake 
use of the resources of the host organization in his or her independent research. 
A student working on such an off-carrpus project must have a proposal approved by a 
faculty sponsor, a representative of the host organization and a faculty review 
carmi ttee. The evaluation of the project is performed by both the host organization 
and the faculty sponsor. 
Pre-engineering students are provided with the opportunity to take enginee.r;:-ing 
courses during the winter tenn through a cooperative agreement with Washington Uni-
versity at St. I.Duis. Students participating in this program will enroll in one 
of the six two-week intensive courses at Washington University and receive course 
credit fran Rollins College. For details on this program and course descriptions 
see Section r.v of this catalogue. 
General Education Reguirerrents 
Courses which satisfy the general education requirements for students who entered 
the college fall tenn 1978 or after are designated by the appropriate area symbols 
within the course listings and course descriptions. The only general education re-
quirements that can 'be satisfied during the winter tenn are Carposition Reinforce-
ment, designated by the symbol "R"; Quantitative Reasoning, designated by the syrn-
ool 11Q 11 ; Knowledge of other Cultures, designated by the symbol "C"; and The Natural 
World, designated by the symbol 11N11 • 
For those students who entered the college before the fall tenn of 1978, the courses 
marked with the symbol "N" can also 'be used to satisfy the laboratory portion of the 
old science distribution requirement and the courses designated by the symbol 11Q11 
can 'be used to satisfy the non-laboratory portion of the science requirement. Courses 
designated with an asterisk(*) or a 11 C11 may be used to satisfy the old culture 
requirement. 
We will conduct a cc:mbined winter and spring pre.registration from october 22 
through October 31 ·, with the final registration for both winter and spring in the 
Field House on Saturc1ay, November 22. However, for those student9 who are planning 
an Off-Campus Group or Independent Study, the approval procedure will start before 
the regular preregistration. Those students planning to do an Individual Off-Campus 
Project should begin the approval procedure described ih Section IrI vf this booklet . 
.irmediately, since the corrpleted fonns must be received in the Office of the Registrar 
by October 25. Students will receive notice .on whether their project has been ac-
cepted or rejected by November 12. 
We will hold an early registration for Off-Campus Group Studies · fran October 6 
. through October 10. Those students interested in participating in one of these 
studies, which are described in Section III of this booklet, should first meet with 
the instructor conducting this study to discuss the itinerary, cost and academic 
requirements. To register for one of these studies, the student sirrply picks up a 
card fran the instructor and suhni ts it to the Registrar' s Off ice. If one of these· 
classes . should be cancelled, the student will be notified. 
Smdents planning to do an On-Campus Independent Study should pick up an Independent 
Study Proposal fonn fran the Registrar's Office, corrplete it and sul::mit it with the 
other .fonns to his or her adviser during the regular preregistration procedure. Be 
sure to make copies of this fonn for you and your instructor. 
Students who wish to register for an On-Campus Intensive Course or Directed Study 
should see their adviser between October 22 and 31, and select three winter tenn 
courses in order or priority. Cour.ses which require consent must be signed by the 
instructor in the appropriate place on the Course Request fonn. Students will also 
select their spring tenn courses during this period. All of these fonns will be 
sul:mi tted to the ·Registrar I s Office by the adviser by 4: 00 P .M. , October 31 . Course 
selection fonns which have not been carpleted in time for the adviser to meet this 
deadline will be processed after all other fonns are processed. Students will re-
ceive status reports for their winter and spring courses by November 20. 
Final registration for winter and spring tenns will be held in the Field House on 
November 22. Students will receive- a listing of newly opened sections and notifica-
tions of any alterations to their original schedule. They nay then drop and/or-
add classes for winter and spring tenns. 
Winter Tenn Grading 
With the exception of Off-Campus Group Studies and Individual Off-Campus Projects, 
all courses offered during the winter tenn are on a regular graded basis. However, 
if both the instructor and the student agree, the course may be taken as CREDIT/NO 
CREDIT, provided the student notified the Registrar in writing by the end of the 
first week of the winter tenn. 
Off-Campus Group Studies and Individual Off-Campus Projects are on a CREDIT/ID CREDIT 
basis; however, if both the student and the instructor agree, the study may be taken 
for a letter grade. In this case, the instructor sirrply forwards the letter grade 
to the Registrar at the end of the term without prior notification. 
A winter tenn course taken on a CREDIT/NO CREDIT basis is not counted toward the four 
such courses which may be taken in the fall or spring tenns; however, it must be 
an elective. The only exception is that an Off-Campus Group Study to a foreign 
country taken as CREDIT/ID CREDIT may be used to meet the Foreign CUlture require-
ment for students who entered the college before the fall of 1978, if designated 
by an asterisk(*) or a . 11C11 in the course listings. If a student who entered the 
college as of the fall tenn of 1978 or after wishes to take an Off-Campus Group 
Study designated by the symbol 11C11 to satisfy the Knowledge of Other cultures 
requirement, he or she must make arrangements to take that study on a graded basis. 
. I OFF-CAMPUS GROUP S'IlJDIES 
LISTING OF STUDIES 
Course Number Location Topic Area Instructor 
A 197 Italy The · Art & Architecture * Lemon 
of the Italian Renaissance 
B 394 Rollins Campus & .tviarine Biology Richard, 
Virgin Islands Small 
CM 397 Rollins Campus & Corrmunications 1981 Rodgers 
New York City 
EC 397 London Productivity & Economic Hill 
Growth in Great Britain 
FR 292 Martinique Winter tenn in Martinique * .tvri.ller 
GN' 197 Munich & Vienna Gennan Language & CUlture * Bonnell 
PY 296 Andros Island, Out Island Bahamian Upson 
Bahanas Studies 
TA 359 London Theatre in London Neilson 
l'itle: A lS 
Location: 
A 197 
Instructor: 
OFF-CAMPUS WINIER TERM GROUP SI'UDIES 
The Art and Architecture of Renaissance Italy 
Northern half of Italy 
Dr. Robert Laron Office: Cornell 103 
Course Description: This course is intended to acquaint the student with the history 
of the beginnings of the nod.em Western world and its artifacts. Part of that 
acquaintance will occur through a reading program which focuses attention on the 
history of politics, philosophy, theology, and other cultural concerns; further, 
the student will then be encouraged to utilize that abstract knowledge in the context 
of the real enviromnents from which the ideas and artifacts grew and are still 
rranifest: in city planning, architecture, sculpture, painting, both as entities and 
in their rranifold interrelationships. The study-tour is predicated on the notion 
that there is no substitute for first-hand exposure to art. 
Prerequisites: None 
Requirements: The students will 'be assigned a research project on a major art 
work prior to the close of the preceding term: they will be responsible for research 
and organization of materials for presentation on a cathedral, a cycle of frescoes, 
or a series of sculptures by a single artist or architect. On location in Italy, the 
student will lecture to the group on his/her assigned topic. The presentation should 
be equivalent to a ten page research paper. 
Furthenrore, the student may choose to carplete some of the 
required reading selections before leaving h:xne.Grades will be based on: 
1. the quality of student presentations ' 
2. the quality of notes and bibliography for the presentation 
3. three quizzes on the readings 
4. quality and co~istency of attendance on group tours 
Approximate Cost: $1550.00. 
Title: B 394 Marine Biology 
Location: Bush Science Center, Rollin$ Canpus; Bellairs Marine Laboratory 
(McGill University), St. James, Barbados Virgin Island National Park, St. John, 
U. s. Virgin Islands 
Instructor: Dr. David Richard 
Dr. James Sna.11 
Office: BSC 212 
Office: BSC 209 
Course Description: An introductory course in marine biology consisting of directed, 
field-oriented studies of systematics, ecology, biogeography and behavior of marine 
organisms. Emphasis is on the in-field study of living marine fonns in their natural 
habitats. Field activities will be based at the Bellairs Marine Laboratory, st. James, 
Barbados .twindward Islands); and at Virgin Islands National Park, St. John, U. s. 
Virgin Islands (Leeward Islands) • The class will_survey and analyze ecologically 
various tropical marine ecosystems along shore and offshore at Barbados. These include 
coral reefs, rocky littoral, sandy littoral, deep water benthic, mangrove swa.rrp, and 
brackish ponds, At St. John the major errphases are corrparative studies of the fringing 
coral reefs and marine biogeography. 
B 394 continued 
Prerequisites: Consent of the instructor 
Requirements: The first six days of the winter tenn will provide concentrated 
lecture-lab prep sessions covering basic marine taxonomy and ecology. Students will 
be required to became familiar with the taxonomy and ecology of marine plankton, 
mekton, and benthos; to be able to identify representatives encountered in the field, 
and to describe the ecological relationships. Each student will keep a carrplete 
field notebook of ecological and taxonanic data, turn in daily lists of species 
identified, contribute to evening senina.r-discussion meetings, and write a final 
report sunmarizing and relating the various marine habitats studied. Grades will be 
ba.sed on tests, notebooks, and participation in saninars, lal:x:>ratory, and field work. 
Approximate Cost: $1020.00. 
Title: 
wcation: 
CM 397 
Instructor: 
Cannunication 1981 
New York City 
Dr. Charles Rodgers Office: WPRK 
Course Description: This course is designed to infonn and update the student 
al:x:>ut what is currently happening in the field of camrunications. Each student 
will 'be responsible for two research papers dealing with a specific area of 
ccmnunications. The first week will 'be spent in New York City visiting various 
television studios, advertising agencies, public relations £inns and newspapers, 
magazine and book publishing houses. This affords the students the opportunity to 
gain valuable inside knowledge in the areas of camrunication. 
Prerequisites: Carrmunication majors - various cannunications courses 
Requirements: A reading list will be distributed to the students during the 
autumn tenn. Two research papers covering two specific areas of camrunication. 
Daily journal of the New York trip. Oral reports. One magazine or book review. 
Approximate Cost: 
Title: EC 397 
wcation: 
Instructor: 
$400.00 
Productivity and Econanic Growth in Great Britain 
London, England 
Dr. Ix>nald Hill Office: crl.llllre.r 115 
Course Description: This seminar is a study of governinent, management, and union 
policies and their effects on British economic growth: and developnent. The 
principle resources to be utilized will be members of Parliarcent, officials of lal:x:>r 
unions, and selected management personnel -from various British firms in and near 
London. Library resources of the institutions visited and public libraries in 
London will be open to students as well. During the fall tenn 1980, resources in 
the Crurnner Library ·and the instructor's office will be· .consulted. 
Prerequisites: Econanics 211-212, or at lea$t one course in Economics ·and consent 
Requirements: Since 3 to 4 seminars each week with governrrent, labor, managanent, and 
banking officials is scheduled, and a final research paper is required, . concentrated 
research and analysis during the four weeks is a necessity, In addition, materials 
secured from the visits and London libraries for added knowledge and statistics is 
rrandatory. Group seminars are also conducted. Occasional guest speakers from 
government will be invited to hotel to conduct seminars. Grading: Research ·paper 50% 
Seminars participation-25%, Preparation for seminars-25% (readings, discussions) 
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FR 292 Winter Term in Martinique 
I.Dcation: Fort-de-France, Martirlique 
Instructor: Dr. Elinor Miller Off ice: Hauck 209 
Course Description: The purpose of the course is to enrich the curriculum, to 
encourage the study of French in the French-speaking country, to provide an over-
seas experience for advanced students in French within the academic y~, and to provoke, 
in students as yet unfamiliar with them, an enthusiasm for French language and 
culture. Students may take Winter Tenn in .Martinque as the equivalent of either 
FR 201, Intermediate French, or FR 321,. Conversation and Composition. Or ·they may 
pursue an independent study in French at either the 300 or 400-level while in 
Martinique. 
Prerequisites: French 102 or equivalent 
Requiranents: Fr 201 will be accelerated and will include material on French 
civilization which focuses on Antilles and Martinique. Evaluation will be based 
upon participation and .a final examination corresponding to that given for the 
same course on campus, with substitution of Martinique and Antilles civilization 
for continental civilization. FR 321 requires regular attendance in upper-level 
French language -and literature courses at the Institut Martiniquaj.s d'Etudes, plus 
carp:>sitions and classes with the Rollins professor • .An oral examination is 
required. FR 399 and 499, independent study, requires attendance at appropriate 
courses at the Institut Martiniquais d'Etudes, and an original paper to be written 
in French on a subject chosen after consultation with the instructor. The paper is 
due before the last day of winter term. 
Approximate Cost: 
Title: 
!..Dcation: 
GN 197 
·Instructor: 
$1100.00 
German Language and Culture 
Munich and Vienna 
Dr. Peter Bonnell Office: Hauck 206 
Course Description: This winter term project will give students a unique opportunity 
to study and practice their language skills on German and Austrian soil under the 
guidance of an expert native instructor who is thoroughly familiar with the areas to 
be visited. Visits to farrous historical sights, the great galleries, the leading 
museums, excursion to the Bavarian resorts, extensive sightseeing tour through 
Yienna, visits to the Vienna State Opera, the Spanish Riding Academy will introduce 
students to German and Austrian culture and ways of life. We shall also visit some 
of the leading German industrial corporations. All classwork tours, and excursions 
will be conducted. by Dr. Bonnell. All lectures will be given in English and German. 
The course objective is, therefore, to give German language students an opportunity 
to practice and improve their German by being constantly exposed to it; and to 
init~ate stuo.ents interested in German culture to all aspects of German and Austrian 
culture. 
Prerequisites: None for German Culture; at least GN 101 for German Language 
GN 197 continued 
Requirements: There will be two meetings prior to departure. Students are sent 
various brochures and cultural materials over a number of weeks. All students must 
keep a diary which is to be written in German by German language students. Articles 
fran newspapers are assigned for daily reading. Non-language students write their 
diary in English. They must write a research project on one aspect of German culture. 
Final grades for German language students will~ based on the diary and their daily 
class work. Advanced German language students will be graded on their diary and 
their research paper in German. For German culture students the final grade will be 
based on their research paper as well as their diary. 
Approximate Cost: 
Title: 
l..Dcation: 
PY 296 
Instructor: 
$1340.00 
out Island Bahamian Studies 
Staniard Creek, Andros Island, Ba.hama.s 
Dr. James Upson Office: Knowles 201 
Course Description: This course is designed to give the student the opportunity 
to observe, experience, and study the lifestyle of out Island Bahamian people. 
Errphasis will be placed on understanding the general style of living as well as 
studying specific dimensions of Bahamian society. Each student will focus in depth 
on a segment of the society (econanics, religion, politics, mental health, education, 
etc.). Il3.ta will be collected as appropriate and formalized into a research paper. 
Il3.ta collection and analysis will be canpleted while in the islands as well as the 
first draft of the paper. The final paper will be written when the student returns 
to the carrpus. 
Prerequisites: PY 201 or consent 
Requirements: Background on the islands as well _as appropriate research m:x:lels 
will be discussed. A formal research paper is required. 
Approximate Cost: 
Title: TA 359 
location: 
Instructor: 
$450.00 
Theatre in LDndon 
London, England 
Mr. Steven Neilson Office: ART 101 
Course Description: A first-hand study of the l.Dndon theatre scene; travel to 
LDndon with one manber of the theatre staff; experiencing at least twelve different 
productions which may include opera and ba.llet. Al.so tours of LDndon drama sch:>ols, 
the BBC and technical institutes, discussions with actors, playwrights, directors 
and technicians, critiques and seminars of the productions, all culminating in a 
written "Diary" report. Also, scheduled tours to other p::>ints of interest. Extra 
cost for this course. Appropriate for non-majors. Offered for Credit/No Credit. 
Prerequisites: None 
Requirements: Selected readings in British p::>litical and theatrical history as well 
as in the dramatic literature concerned with the plays to 'be seen will be required. 
Approximate Cost: $1100-$1200.00 
ON-CAMPUS CDURSES 
s section includes course listings and course descriptions for all On-Carrpus 
Intensive Courses and Directed Studies. It is organized alphabetically by department. 
ANTHROPOI.roYiSOCIOI.roY Area 
AS -192 Archaeological field methods IC Stewart 
AS 259 Peoples and CUltures of the caribbean IC C Pequeno 
AS 310 The Sociology of the Occult: An Interpretation IC Glennon 
of the Works of carlos castaneda 
AS 395 Replication of Milgrarn's Experiments on DS Jones 
Obedience and Authority 
AS 397 Primate Behavior Consent IC Lauer 
ART 
A 192 Quilts-History, Design, Practical Application IC Hallam-Peterson 
A-H 195 * The Archaic and Classical Greek World IC * Woods 
6th-5th Century B.C. 
A 292 Cerarnics/Raku DS Larned 
A 395 Fantastic Art Consent IC Peterson 
BIOI.OOY 
B 193 Foundations of Genetics: A Science IC N Coleman 
for Society 
B 391 Vertebrate Histology and Microtechnique IC N Srall 
BUSINESS AIMINISTRATION 
BA. 392 Accounting for Non-Business Majors Consent'. IC Mccall 
BA. 394 Executive Simulation Consent IC Currie 
BA. 397 Social & Economic Implication · · of Accounting IC West 
BA. 398 Business and Its Changing Environrrent IC Hepburn 
CEEMIS~t ES-C ll Environmental Chemistry Consent IC ·N Eng-Wilnot C 119 Reaction Rates & Equilibrium in Chem Reactions ConsentIC N Ramsey C 219 . Chemical Synthesis and Analysis Consent DS Blossey C 390 Instrumental Analysis Consent IC Blossey 
CX>Mv1UNICATIONS 
Qv1 202 Interpersonal Corrmunications Consent IC Planck 
CXXVIPUTER SCIENCE 
CS 150 Introduction to Co11Puting IC Q Bowers 
cs 190 Co11Puter Graphics Using the Basic Language Consent DS Q Warden 
CS 298 Intro to Interactive Co11Puter Graphics Consent DS Q Child 
ECDNOMICS 
EC 202 Personal Economics IC Taylor 
EC 308 Investments IC Evans 
EC 396 Econanics of Business Decisions DS Meadows 
EC 490 Econcrnic Policy Analysis IC Hales 
EDUCATION Directed Observation & Participation Consent (DS) Staff Is 39~ Field Experience in Special Education Consent DS Kahn 
ED 294 XJbntessori DS Schirnna.cher 
ED 382 Counseling the Aged IC Cotanche 
.:ii 
4 
d"'-2-95 
~ 269 
E 289 
E 292 
E 394 
Creative Writing 
·295 Black on White/White on Black 
269 The Literature of Ecology 
289 · The Twenties in American Literature 
E 292 Literature Aloud 
E 394 Give 'Ein the Dickens 
E 296 Recent Faninist Poets 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
ES 2607360 Environmental literata 
Consent DS 
IC 
DS 
DS 
DS 
DS 
Consent IC 
DS 
m~~~ LANTii~iate French Conversation & Canposition ConsentIC 
RN 311 * Soviet Life and Society DS 
SH 135/435*Masters of Contarp:,rary Latin American Prose DS 
SH 295 The Spanish Players Consent DS 
HIS'IORY 
· H 192 
H 193 
H 290 
H 390. 
LIBRARY 
Skills Develop-rent in History 
Darwin and Darwinism 
When You Were Born: The Kennedy Presidency 
The First World war 
L 101 Library Research 
MATHEMATICS 
M 108 College Algebra 
M 291 Mathanatical Topics in Econanics 
MUSIC 
MO 291 
PHILOSOPHY 
Sh:>wcase of Music 
DS 
DS 
Consent IC 
Consent DS 
IC 
Consent IC 
Consent IC 
DS 
PH 192 Ideal Societies . DS 
PH 196 An Examination of Human Potentials and LimitsConsent DS 
PH 197 Personal Philosophy DS 
Stellar Astronany DS 
P 248 Digital Electronics and Microcorrputers Consent IC 
POLITIC.AL SCIENCE 
PO 293 f61J.tJ.CS for the Millenium: 2000 A.D. Consent DS 
PO 394 The Origins of the Cold War, 1945-1950 Consent IC 
PSYCHOI..DGY 
PY 190 '!'he Art and Science of Relaxation Consent IC 
PY 391 Acadanic Internship in Professional Psych: .. Consent DS 
RELIGION 
R 194 Wanen in Religion: Past and Present IC 
R 291 Intima.cy and the Future of Marriage Consent IC 
'IHEATRE ARTS 
TA 1597 Theatre Practice Consent IC 
259/359 
E-TA 296 Putting on Shakespeare Consent IC 
Area 
Wilson 
C O'Sullivan,Reddick 
Phelan 
Carson 
Nordstrom 
Ser 
Curb 
Scheer 
* Lancaster 
* D3.nowitz 
* Kerr 
Borsoi 
Lane 
Levis 
Williams 
E.dm::>ndson 
Bloodworth,Lineharr 
G. Child 
Q Roth 
Brockman, Rosazza 
Woodbury 
Wacorne 
F.dge 
V Wavell 
N Ross 
Carson 
Gilbert 
Lairson 
Fark:ash 
Ray 
Irwin 
Wettstein 
Malick 
Arnlund, Brown, 
Juergens 
SCIENCE 
SC 120 Energy: A Discovery Approach IC N Hellwege 

ANTHROPOLOOY/SOCIOiroY 
II COURSE DESCRIPI'IONS 
Winter Tenn 1981 
ARCHAED.I.DGICAL FIELD .MEI'HODS AS 192 (IC) 
Dr. Marilyn Stewart Off ice: Knowles 208A 
Course Description: An experience in archeologi cal field work involving actual 
excavation and/or survey of sites in Central Florida, this course will be prmarily 
interested. in examining ecological relationships of Central Florida Indians of the 
past in order to better understand humankind as part of the natural systan. It is 
hoped that students will gain an appreciation of archeology and what is involved. in 
studying past ways of life. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based. on a field log and one exam. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet four days per week in the field and one day 
per week in the laboratory. 
First Class· Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. .MJnday in Mills Marorial Library film roan. 
PEDPLES AND CUL'IURES OF THE CARIBBEAN AS 259 
Dr. Ped.re Pequeno Office: 
(IC) 
Knowles Loft 
Area C 
Course Description: Surveys basic anthropological and sociological approaches 
dealing with the Black cultures of the Caribbean, and in sane instances with the 
Black in the u. S. South. Major topics include: (a) history and the colonial heritage; 
(b) slavery and its irrpact on culture and society: (c) the plantation systan and its 
detrimental economic consequences; (d) the social structure (the family and household) 
of contenp::,rary Caribbean societies; (e) ethnicity and ethnic group relations; (f) the 
nature and function of Afro-Caribbean _folklore and religion; and (g) the nature, 
consequences, and future of Black ideology, revolutionary consciousness, and nationalism 
in contarp::>rary Caribbean societies. SUitable for non-majors. 
Means for Evaluation: Grading will be based. on: (1) Essay examinations 
(2) 2 book critiques (3) Good class attendance and class participation 
Class Meetings: Classes will meet from 9: 00 to 12: 00 A. M. ~nday through Thursday. 
First Class Meeting: 10:00 -A. M. Monday, January 5 in Knowles 208. 
,._, 
THE SOCIOI.DGY OF THE OCCULT: AN INTERPREI'ATION OF THE IDRKS OF CARLOS CASTANEDA 
AS 310 (IC) 
Dr. Lynda Glennon Office: Knowles 214 
Course Description: The purpose of this course is to examine the realm of the 
occult (rragic, sorcery, spiritualism, etc.) using sociology of knowledge, models and 
insights. The major focus will be on the five works of Carlos Castanea.a and on the 
social scientific ccrrmentaries which have addressed. his work. 
Means for Evaluation: Oral reports; (2) take-hom9 examinations 
Class Meetings: Classes will meet from 9:00 to 12:00 A. M. Monday through Thursday. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M • .MJnday, January 5 in Knowles 113. 
. 
REPLICATION OF MILGRAM'S EXPERIMEN.rS ON OBEDIENCE AND AUTIDRITY tt 
AS 395 (DS) 
Dr. Arthur Jones Office: Knowles 214 
Course Description: This course is designed tp reconstruct Stanley Mi.lgrarn's 
:i.rrp:>rtant and controversial research, namely, persons from divergent backgrounds will 
be obedient to a designated and respected auth::>rity even if required to do rrorally 
objectionable things to other people. Repeating Mi.lgrarn's remarkable piece of research 
will provide an opportunity for direct involvanent in social experiment and in the 
ethics of social research. Finally, involvanent in the course will .assist students 
in their reading of social science (the history of Mi.lgrarn•s study and the literature 
generated by it), and in writing fomal reports of their own research experience. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be tested on assigned readings pertinent 
to the experiment. Evaluation will be _based also on written lab reports, the final 
research paper, and upon responsible participation in the project through::>ut the program. 
Class Meetings: 9:00 A. M. and 4:00 P. M. daily, two h::>urs required for saninar 
purposes and for administration related to the research project. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. M:>nday, Jan\:lary 5, in Knowles 207. 
PRIMATE BEHAVIOR 
Dr. carol Lauer 
AS 397 
Office: Knowles 207 
(IC) 
Course Description: This course is an intensive study of primate behavior in 
animal behavior.There will be readings and seminars on carrpus and trips to area zoos 
to observe colo~ies of rronkeys.Students will make daily observations of the rronkeys, 
experiment with techniques, and finally concentrate observations on one particular 
aspect of behavior. 
Means for Evaluation: Mi.dterm and final exams, a research paper, and class 
presentations. . 
· Class Meetings: Class will meet daiiy for 2 hours 10:00-12:00 A. M. 
First Class Meeting: 10:00 A. M. in Crumner Bl 7. 
t£I 
QUILTS-HISTORY, DESIGN, PRACI'ICAL APPLICATION 
Ms. Hallie Lu Hallam Peterson 
A 192 (IC) 
Office: Cornell 105 
Course Description: Patchwork and applique quilts are American contributions to 
art. In this course· the history of the quilt will · be explored and design rrotifs will 
l:::>e examined through the use of slides and actual de.rronstrations. Many of these designs 
sh::>w remarkable similarity to contarg;x:,rary paintings and canparisons of the carrpositions 
will be rrade. Students will l:::>e aske:3. to-work out a series of their own patchwork/ 
applique designs on paper and will be expecte:3. to complete several actual quilted 
squares in traditional patchwork and original applique designs. (Sane previous 
sewing experience would be beneficial.) 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on outside assignments, class and 
conference discussions, and squares complete:3.. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet Ivbnday through Thursday afternoons, with sessions 
lasting from one to two hours. 
First Class Meeting: 2: 00 P. M. Ivbnday, January 5 in Cornell 113. 
ARCHAIC AND CLASSICAL GREEK IDRID {6th-5th Century B. C. ) 
A-H 195k (IC) 
Daniel Woods Office: Cornell 103 
Course Description: The Greek 6th and 5th centuries B. c. were among the rrost 
fruitful chapter in the developnent of Western Civilization. The Archaic and Golden 
J:qe Classical period will be interpreted through a study of their architecture, 
sculpture, painting, and so-called minor arts (pottery, coins). The City-State of 
Athens in the 5th century B. c. produced a rcost remarkable group of artists and men 
. of literature. Tragedy, as a genre of literature, appeared for the first time; its 
quality not to be repeated until Shakespeare. The first revolution in history of the 
visual arts occurred when the abstract style was renounced in favor of naturalism 
(idealized). The Acropolis in Athens, destroyed during the Persian War, was restored 
by Pericles. This period will be interpreted by a study of its material rarains, 
architecture, sculpture, painting. Each archaeological and art historical lecture 
will be illustrated with slides. 
Means for Evaluation: An oral report 'based on individual research, a term 
paper (properly researched, with foot-notes and bibliography), and a final slide 
examination. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet for 2-hour slide lectures three times weekly 
(9: 00-11: 00 A.M. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) ~ Individual conferences and infonnal 
group discussions will be scheduled as required. 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. on M::mday, January 5 in Cornell 116. 
CERAMICS/RAKU A 292 } (DS) 
Mr. Ronald Larned Office: Cornell 101A 
Course Description: This course is a study of the ceramic process of Raku. 
It will include both hand built and wheel thrown fo.rms. Ceramic design in Raku will 
be studied in both its early form ,.and rcore contemporary fo.rms of expression. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be 'based on (1) design notelx>oks due each 
week, (2) tests (2 per term) (3) projects, (4) progress sh:>wn in design and craftsman-
ship of projects and (5) glaze tests and 'basic understanding of glaze fonnulation. 
Class Meetings: Two hours per day for derronstration, dis~ssion, critiques; 
three hours per day for practice/glazing, throwing/designing; and one hour per day 
outside research and reading. · 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. M:>nday, January 5 in Cornell 101 
FANTASTIC ART A 395 (IC) 
Mr. Thanas Peterson Office: Cornell 107A 
Course Description: An exploration of the fantastic element in art through 
drawing and print media. This course will take as its point of departure the art 
of a number of distinctively different artists who have given visual and psychological 
expression to visions that are variously occult, grotesque, bizarre, whimsical and 
paradoxical. The class will draw from a variety of sources as diverse as the rey:stics 
of late Gothic art, Bosch and _Grunewald, 19th century French Symbolist painters, 
turn of the century English and American lx>ok illustrators, 20th century surrealists 
and the visionary graphic artist, M. c. Escher. Fran this background of study and 
from their own sense of fantasy, students will produce from 2 to 4 finished works in 
media ranging from pencil and pen and ink to .etching and metal plate and wood engraving. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be 'based on the student's realization 
in his/her own projects qualities of psychological insight, visual fo.rm and technical 
proficiency which characterize this category of art. 
uj a 
~~ ~ ~ 
Class Meetings: Class will meet four days per week, 3 hours daily from fo ,. 
First Class Meeting: 10:00 A. M. Monday in Cornell 107. 
BIOLOOY 
FOUNDATIONS OF GENEI'ICS: 
Dr. Persis Colanan 
A SCIENCE FOR SOCIEI'Y 
Office: Bush 220 
B 193 (IC) Area N 
Course Description: A·discourse on the field of genetics with errphasis on recent 
developnents and their effects on society. A large p::>rtion of the course is devoted 
to the principles of heredity and to the nature of the gene. Special topics include 
genetics and disease, I.Q., genetic counseling, cancer, plant breeding, and recombinant 
DNA. Laboratory course for non-majors. 
Means for Evaluation: 4 quizzes at 8%; final exam 20%; laboratory work 24%; 
~class participation which includes discussion and workshop 24%. 
Class Meetings: Class meets 10:00-12:00 A. M • .M:)nday, Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Friday and from 10: 00-11: 00 A. M. on Thursday. There is also a laboratory and 
discussion period 2:00-4:00 P. M. Tuesday and Thursday. 
First Class Meeting: 10:00 A. M. Monday in Bush 207. 
VERTEBRATE HISTOLOOY AND MICROTECHNIQUE 
Dr. · James 8:nall 
B 391 (IC) 
Office: Bush 209 
Area N 
Course Descriotion: This course is an introduction to the study of vertebrate 
. cells and tissues. Lecture and discussion topics will include tissue preparation, 
identification, physiology, rrorphology, and histochemistry. By the end of the term, 
students should have a good knowledge of corrparative Vertebrate Histology and 'be able 
to prepare microscope slides. 
Means for Evaluation: Two written examinations (including the microscopic 
indentification of vertebrate tissues) will be given, and students will also prepare 
a set of microscope slides. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet 9: 00-11: 30 A. M. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, 
and Friday • 
. First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. Monday in Bush 204 
BUSINESS AI:MINISTRATION 
AC(X)UNrING FOR NON-BUSINESS MAJORS 
Mr. John McCall 
BA 392 (IC) 
Office: Crurrmer 110 
Course Description: This course will be an intensive study of accounting theory 
and practice as applied in the business world, without all of the detail of debits and 
credits. An enphasis will be placed upon the role of accounting data in the managerial 
decision making process. 
Means for Evaluation: Homework will be assigned on a frequent basis. Such assign-
ments will require reading of current accounting topics with either a verbal or ·written 
rep::>rt being presented. Reinforcement of writing skills will be required, and solving 
of accounting problans will be kept to a minimum. Student participation will be one 
of the major determinants of the final grade, as well as weekly tests covering material 
discussed during the week. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet two h::>urs per day, five days per week. 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. M:mday in Crurnner 220. 
SIMULATION BA 394 (IC) 
Office: Crunmer B15 
Course Description: This course provides students an opportunity to play the 
role of business executives in a simulated £inn. The class will be divided into 
nanaganent teams CO"rg?eting against one another in the manufacturing and marketing of 
the product. Two business and two nonbusiness majors will be corrbined on each team, 
so students without business backgrounds are encouraged to enroll. Although the 
simulation is conducted through a carputer, no knowledge of carputer programming is 
required. Enroll.mertt'",,.is limited to 10 business majors and 10 nonbusiness majors. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated according to: 
1. their perfonnance in the game simulation 
2. preparation of documents supporting the production, marketing and financial 
decisions they make during the simulation 
3. hanework assignments or tests designed to gauge the improvement in the student's 
knowledge about business operations 
Class Meetings: 10:00-12:00 A. M. M:mday through Thursday; outside work will be 
required to make decisions. 
First Class Meeting: 10: 00 A. M. Monday in Crunmer 317. 
SOCIAL AND ECX)NavllC IMPLICATIONS OF ACCOUNTING 
Dr. · Bill West 
BA 397 (IC) 
Office: Crunmer 109 
Course Description: ~signed for the liberal arts student, this seminar will 
provide an understanding of h:>w accounting fits into the American econany. The vital 
role of accounting in our society will be discussed. A brief history of accounting 
will be presented, as well as its future and how it can assist with the problems and 
challenges of social change. Elenentary concepts of accounting will be ex.plained, 
but only as necessary for a basic understanding of financial statements. Basic federal 
incane taxation and investment analysis will be discussed. This course will not teach 
accounting or 1::x:x:>kkeeping but will afford a proper perspective as to why accounting 
information is presented. It will be especially useful to those liberal arts students 
who intend to pursue graduate study in business but who have had no previous · exposure 
to accounting. It should also be valuable to those students woo simply want to under-
. stand financial reporting and information available to corporate investors. 
Means for Evaluation: Two examinations, pop quizzes, research paper/presentation, 
class participation. 
Class Meetings: 9: 00-11: 30 A. M. M::>nday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. M:mday in Crummer 221 
BUSINESS AND ITS CHANGING ENVIRONMENT 
Mr. William Hepburn 
BA 398 (IC) 
Off ice: Crumner~-210 
Course Description: Case studies of the changing environment of American 
business will be the :l:x>pic of the course. The areas of pollution, consurrerism, 
government regulations, the social .audit business responsibility, and values in our 
changing society will be discussEtl. 
Means for Evaluation: Oral presentations and written tests 
Class Meetings: 9: 00-12: 00 A. M. M::>nday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. 
outside scheduled activities. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. Ivbnday in Crumrer 213 
CHEMISIRY AND THE ENVIRONMENT. 
Dr. D. Larry Eng-Wilroot 
.,· • .i., , • .,.; · . .. . .. ! .' 
IMPACT .AND PROSPECT ES-C 110 
Office: 
(IC) 
BSC 314 
Course Description: Should the plutonium breeder reactor ·be developed? Do 
fluorcarbons pose a serious threat to the atm:>sphere's del~ca.te ozone layer? Are our 
natural water resources polluted with detergent phosphates and potentially carcinogenic 
chemica.l wastes? Is saccharin a dangerous food additive? Although the environmental 
revolution of the 1970's has ebbed, environmental concern is ineradicably lodged in 
our conciousness. The debate of the issues has grown in voh.nne; the decis~ons have 
become rrore difficult and canplex. The aim of this course is to make some sense of 
the debate by examining man's irrpact on the environment and its natural cycles; it 
will address such topics as the origin and evolution of the environment, natural 
resources, the chemistry balance and alteration of the atncsphere, hydrosphere and 
biosphere, the energy crisis and alternative energy sources, and the effect of foreign 
substances on living systems. It will include a brief introduction into chemistry, 
its methods of analysis, and applica.tion to environmental problems and their solution. 
For non-science majors. With laboratory and field trips. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on quizzes, h:>rrework, laboratory, 
and a research paper. . 
Class Meetings: Class (lecture. ·and discussion) will meet M::>nday, Wednesday and 
Friday at 9:00 A.M. for 2-3 hours. Laboratory sessions will meet on Tuesday and 
Thursday afternoons fran 1:00-4:00 P.M. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A.M. Monday in Bush 218. 
CHEMICAL SYNIHESIS AND ANALYSIS 
Dr. Erich Blossey 
C 219 
Office: Bush 313 
(DS) 
Course Description: A course designed to give a beginning student a unique 
exposure to .the preparation, synthesis and analysis of ·a number of interesting rrolecules. 
Lectures and study will anphasize the thenrodynarnic and kinetic principles applied to 
dynamic chanical systems, particularly equilibria of hetergenous systems, acid-base 
and oxidation:...reduction reactions. Laboratory work will include the synthesis of a 
number of inorganic and organic canpounds and cacplexes. Analysis of these preparations 
will include modern spectrographic techniques of ultraviolet-visible and infrared 
spectroscopy. 
Means for Evaluation: Hour exam:s-~, '-~izzes, laboratory notebooks, perfonnance, 
and reports and final exam. 
Class Meetings: Class 9: 00-11: 00 A.M. Ivbnday, Wednesday, Friday; Laboratory 
9:00-11:00 and 2:00-5:00 Tuesday and Thursday 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A.M. Ivbnday in Bush 217. 
REACTION RATES AND EQUILIBRIA IN CHEMICAL REACTIONS 
Dr. Brian Ramsey 
C 119 (IC) Area N 
Office: Bush 310 
Course · Description: This course is designed to enable chemistry students who have 
taken Chemistry 107 in the fall term to enter Chemistry 121 in the spring term, and will 
satisfy future course prerequisites for Chemistry 120. Topics to be covered are: 
Introductory Thenn:xlynarnics as applied to reaction rates and equilibria in &cid-base, 
heterogenous and oxidation-reduction systems. A laboratory will corcplanent the lecture. 
Means for Evaluation: Hour exams, quizzes, laboratory notebook, perfo.r:mance 
and re,I;X>rts and final exam. 
Class Meetings:Class:9:00-11:00 A.M.M::>nday, Tues, wea, Fri; Lab:9:00-12:00 
and 2:00-5:00 P.M. on Monday and Thursday. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. M::>nday in Bush 301 
. ~ E' 
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,. 
C 390 (IC) 
Course Description: Introduction to rneasuranents of physical-chemical properties 
of chanical aanpounds and reactions in the la.1:oratory. Eni>hasis will be on the use 
and principles of electronics as applied to rrodern instrumentation. 
Means for Evaluation: Laboratory assignrcents with written reports, tests, final 
exam. 
Class Meetings: 1 to 2 b::>urs daily, M::mday through Friday. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A.M. Monday in Bush 303. 
SENIOR RESEARCH I,II 
Staff 
·,. 
C480/C490 
To be arranged 
INTERPE&..,%~ CXM-1UNICATIONS CM 202 (IC) 
Mrs. Carolyn Planck Office: Crurrmer B14 
Course Description: The course will center on discussion and sharing by members 
of the class. Topics and study guides will be provided, readings in text and 
supplenentary rraterials will be required, and participation in all activities will be 
essential. Areas to be coveroo are self concept, perception, language, feedback, 
non-ver:ba.l ccr.munication, listening, feelings, conflict, behavior patterns, and 
cultural, small group and dyadic ccmnunication. This course aims to develop an awareness 
of elenents and behaviors in personal ccmnunication, to iricrease effectiveness at an 
interpersonal level. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will consist of a journal, papers, projects, 
a test, and class participation. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet for approximately three h:>urs per day, four 
days per week for infonnal sessions and for interaction exercises or discussion. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. fvbnday in Bush B20. 
cnvIPUTER SCIENCE 
INIRODUCI'ION 'ID CCJviPUTING 
Dr. John Bowers 
CS 150 
Office: Bush 329C 
(IC) Area Q 
Course Description: This course is an introduction to problan-solving and pro-
grarnning using the BASIC language on the Rollins tirre-sharing canputer system. Sane 
data handling techniques are included. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on rcany exercises, a few tests, 
and a substantial canputer project. 
Class Meetings: For the first half of the course, class will meet daily for 
lecture/discussion sessions. The last half of the course will consist of individual 
conferences on the projects. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. M:>nday in Bush 326. 
c:x::MPUTER GRAPHICS USING THE BASIC LANGUAGE 
Mr. James Warden 
cs 190 
Office: 
fl 
(DS) Area Q ·~ ~ 
Computer Center 
Course Description: Computer Graphics using ·the Basic language. Topics Wi:\., 
include the design and irrplanentation of graphics programs for refreshed displays, 
storage displays, and analog input devices, using the PDPll RSIR systern. Sane 
consideration will be given to structured programning and appropriate file structures. 
For the first two weeks, the class will meet regularly for discussion and problem 
assignments. F.ach student will design and canplete a research project during the 
re.ma.ind.er of the term. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluates from participa.tion in class 
discussions, canpletion of problem assignments, and design and execution of a 
research project. 
Class Meetings: :tvbnday through Friday except Wednesday at 9: 00 A. M. for 
approximately two hours, during the first t\\O weeks. other meetings by mutual consent. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. :tvbnday in Bush 114. 
INIRODUCTION 'ID INTERACTIVE a»1PUTER GRAPHICS CS 298 
Dr. J. IX>uglas Child Off ice: 
(DS) Area Q 
Bush 329B 
This · is a project oriented course which will introduce the student to the 
principles of interactive carputer graphics. A sequence of programs in the Pascal· 
language will be written which will i.rrplernent a graphics design application. The 
class will .meet regularly during the first two weeks of the term. 
Means for Evaluation: Each student grade will be determined by the quality of 
the Pascal programs written during the term. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet as needed. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. 1'-bnday in Bush 327 
ECONOMICS 
PERSONAL ECONOMICS 
Dr. Kenna Taylor 
EC 202 
Office: Crunmer 208 
(IC) 
Course Description: This course is designed for the student with little or no 
previous knowledge of econcrnics and aims to provide the student an opportunity to 
acquire a conceptual framework and the calculation techniques which will be useful 
for personal econanic decision m3.king. Cases that simulate nany of the actual economic 
decisions faced by the working adult will be used to rrotivate the understanding of 
concepts and calculation techniques. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be l::ased on two exams, 4 cases to l:::>e 
sul:mitted by the students, and class participation. ~;:a ::-, 
,Class Meetings: ~ i:.. M. M'.mday through 'E'hucd~ ; ~ 1.00 4·00 P,M 
~esaa-y cma ~aae;,. ~- _ /;?,too -~too . 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. :tvbnday in crunmer -316. 
ID: 308 
Office: Crumner 116 
_(IC) 
Course Description: This course is largely a study of investments in stocks 
However, sane errphasis is given to other fonns of investments, especially 
.real estate. Course objectives are as follows: to build a financial and investment 
vocabulary; to provide inquiry into business problems and current trends; to read · 
financial staterents intelligently; and to better understand the working of our 
capitalistic econany, the political philosophy of the times; and the future trends 
of the econany and their effects on business. 
· Means for E'valuation: Three or nore tests; three or nore special written 
reports, class discussions. . · 
Class Meetings: Class will meet for two h:>urs each day, five days per week 
8:30-10:30 A. M. 
First Class Meeting: 8 : 30 A. M. ~nday in Crurnner 223. 
EXX>Na.n:CS OF BUSINESS DECISIONS 
Mr. Roy Meadows 
ID: 396 (DS) 
Office: Crurnner 308 
Course Descriptions: The application of microeconanic analysis, quantitative 
methods, accounting methodology, and managerial processes to decision-making 
in organizations. Proglans, case analysis, lecture/discussion, reports and/or 
term paper. 
Means for Evaluation: 3 exams, hanework, cases analysis 
Class Meetings: 9:00-12:00 A. M. ~nday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. Ivbnday in Crurnner 318. 
ECONCMIC POLICY f',NALYS.IS 
Dr. Wayne Hales 
EC 490 
Office: 
(.Ic) 
Crurnrer 224 
Course Description: Econanic policy activities of the federal government wil...._ 
analyzed as to their micro and rracroeconanic .ircpacts. Recent activities and recent 
policy proposals are the primary subjects for analyses. Stated objectives of 
economic policy activities/proposals will be the criteria for judging conclusions 
arising from analyses. Inputs to analyses will be restricted to available data and 
statistical series. Text and library reserve will be required reading. 
Means for Evaluation: Midterm exam 30%; final exam 40%; research project 30%. 
The research projects will be assigned by the instructor during the first week of 
winter te.rm and will be the subjects of class discussions during the last week of 
classes. The formal written research projects will be due at that time. 
Class Meetings: 9:00-11:00 A. M. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M • .tvbnday in Crunmer ·31a 
EDUCATION 
DIRECTED OBSERVATION AND PARTICIPATION ED 291 (DS) 
No instructor has been assigned. Please contact Dr. Goddu 
Course Description: In this course students will be placed as teacher assistants 
in area schools, where they will spend four hours each rrorning working with teachers 
of elementary or secondary students. Daily attendance at the assigned school is required, 
and transportation to and fran the schools must be arranged. It is hoped that the 
exposure to this course will help potential teachers decide if education is the field of 
their interest. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on a daily log, a self-evaluation 
pa.per, and classroan teacher evaluation rrade from observations by the professor. Tl-us 
course will be graded on a credit/no credit basis. 
Class Meetings: The class will neet twice as a group for orientation before 
going into the schools and once for culmination at the end. l\dditional workshops, 
PI'A meetings, and school l:x:>ard meetings are also encouraged. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M • .tvbnday in Park Ave. Building 6. 
FIELD EXPERIENCE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION 
Dr. Michael Kahn 
ED 292 {DS) 
Office: Park Ave. Bldg. 7 
Course Description: An in depth experience of workingdailywith exceptional 
children will give the Rollins student an opportunity to examine a field of special 
education. Students enrolled in this course will volunteer their services as teacher 
aids in a special education school of their choice. 
Means for Evaluation: Grades will be on a credit/no credit basis and will depend 
on a written evaluation fran the supervising teacher, college instructor and self 
evaluations. Grades will also be based on attendance, participation in campus seminars 
and field placanent. 
Class Meetings: Students will attend their assigned schools Monday-Thursday 
fran 8:00-3:00 and will attend on carrpus seminars on Friday rrornings from 9:00-11:30. 
There will also be a class meeting in December to arrange for placement. 
First Class Meeting: 9:30 A. M. Monday in Park Avenue Building 14. 
_, R (t) 
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> nm ~ ~ g ~ P-i ~ ED 294 (DS) 
;- P· 11 rt Schirrmacher Office: Park Ave. Bldg 7 
;l) g ~ ~-a {I) ~ Course Description: This course will focus on the philosophy, principles and 
educational practices associated with M3.ria Montessori. The curriculum will be 
analyzed according to the following carg;>onents: practical life, sensory, academic, 
cultural and artistic. The delicate interplay between the curriculum, prepared envir-
onrrent and directress is stressed. Participants will be required to read, discuss, 
make materials, and irrplement selected aspects of a M:>ntessori program in their own 
classroan. Visits to M:>ntessori classroans will· be provided. 
Means for Evaluation: A set of project reports 
Class Meetings: 4: 30-9: 00 P. M. Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday 
First Class Meeting: 4: 30 P. M. in Park Ave. Bldg. 14. 
CDUNSELING THE AGED 
Dr. Larry Cotanche 
ED 382 (IC) 
Office: Park Ave. Bldg. 7 
Course Description: The purpose of this course is to familiarize students with 
the various physical, social, and psycmlogical problems facing older Americans. The 
specific areas to be examined qre ('1) health concerns (2) financial concerns (3) vocation 
opportunities (4) retirement (5) darographics (6) treatment and institutional care, 
and (7) attitudes toward aging. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will consist of (1) two exams (2) tenn paper 
(3) visitation logs, and (4) attendance. 
Class Meetings: 2½ hours per day 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. M:>nday in Park Ave. Bldg. 5 
U] 
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~ I °' r-1 ~ g CREATIVE WRITING E 194 (DS) 
·~ 
(l) re 
Mr. Sloan Wilson 
. s..., ~ 
Course Description: This course is for the serious student. It assumes 
carmitment to a writing project and the discipline to actually produce. Students will 
present their writing routinely to a workshop group and will participate in the critiqui4 
of work by other manbers. Course objective is to help student writers develop their 
tendencies and their skills, to provide an atm:>sphere congenial to the creative irrpulse. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluate;rl according to their carrnitment 
to the workshop effort and to the quality of _their portfolio. 
Class Meetings: Class hours will be arranged. 
First Class Meeting: ·9:00 A. M • .tvt>nday in Orlando 101. 
(IC) Area C BLACK ON WHITE/WHITE ON BIACK E-H 295 
Dr. Maurice O'Sullivan/Dr. Alzo· Readick Offices: Orlando 209/carnegie 201 
Course Description: This course will examine the history of the black comnunity 
in Orlando and Eatonville in the context of black and white ideas and myths about the 
black experience in the South. We will combine readings fran traditional and contertp-
orary fiction, poetry, autobiography, and speeches with field trips and discussions · 
with comnunity leaders. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on class participation, individual 
and/or group projects, weekly journal entries and carrments and a final exam if needed. 
Class Meetings: Approximately 15 hours per week on and off Carll)US--9:00-12:00 A.M. 
lt>nday through Friday. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M • .tvt>nday in Orlando 206 
THE LITERATURE OF EOOI.03Y 
Dr. Steve Phelan 
E 269 
Office: Orlando 109 
(DS) 
Course Description: An ecological approach to literature sees writing in the 
context of folk-lore and lore in the context of man's biological niche in the planet's 
evolution. An alternate title for the course would · be Nature, Man, and Letters. This 
course will be an exploration of the m::xiern writers--literary and/or theoretical--
who have acute planetary consciousness and who struggle with the problems and questions 
of life on this yellow sul:rnarine. I hope to gather in this course a group of dedicated 
earthlings who have already started. their own library of whole earth literature. OUr 
primary purpose will be to share ideas and research about what it means to be a person 
on this planet. OUr secondary objective is to construct a library of whole earth 
literature and to find a suitable permanent location for it on carcpus • .An-optional 
extracurricular objective of the course will be to form an activist group to lobby 
for awareness of ecological issues on Carll)US aria enviromnental planning and protection 
in central Florida. · 
Means for Evaluation: There will be weekly reports on books, articles, or journals; 
sane creative writing, photography, design or art projects; a research paper or a 
philosophical essay. 
Class Meetings: 2 or 3 hours a day for four weeks in the rrornings generally; 
2 or 3 field trips 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. M:>nday in 
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E 289 (DS) 
Office: Orlando 208 
Course Description: The flapper, the flagpole sitter, bathtub gin--these are the 
ircages m:::>st people have of the nineteen-twenties. They suggest, however, only part of the 
revolution that characterized the decade. Changes less flamboyant, but equally astounding--
and probably m:::>re significant--were also taking place on M3.in Street, Middletown, USA. 
This course will begin with an exploration of the spirit of the .American twenties--
frcm Middletown to the Europe of the expatriates--using popular history, philosophy, 
sociology, essays, and films. We will then analyze novels, p::>etry, plays of the period. 
We will spend two weeks working as a group; the next two weeks will be devoted to 
independent research and writing. In the final days of the term, students will report 
on their discoveries. 
Means for Evaluation: There will be quizzes before discussion of each reading 
assignment, an examination, and an original critical paper. (A surrmary of the paper 
will be presented orally. ) 
Class Meetings: 03.ily 9:00-12:00 A. M. during the first two weeks; 9:00-12:00 
during the last two days for reports. 
First Class Meeting: 9=00 A. M. M:mday in Orlando 201 
LITERATURE ALOUD 
Dr. Alan Nordstrom 
E 292 
Office: Orlando 207 
(DS) 
Course Description: We shall be learning to read literature' aloud--intelligently, 
expressively, and evocatively. This will involve listening to recordings, making tapes, 
and producing radio readings and public perfonnances. This is a course of literary 
analysis and appreciation, with a special anphasis on oral presentation as a means of 
discovering and exhibiting meaning in poetic and drarratic literature. We stall be 
m:::>re concerned with interpreting the literature read tran with voice developnent or 
elocutionary technique, per se; though effective vocal perfonnance will indicate the 
certainty of your understanding and is a major focus of our efforts. "The 'best way to 
vitalize the imagination," says G. Wilson Knight, "is through the art of public reading. 
Without trat it will renain undeveloped. Educationally wrat we rave to do is to draw 
out,· educe, from the student powers usually do.rmant. 11 We shall test this claim with 
vigorous and exacting practice. . 
Means for Evaluation: Frequent exercises, both oral and written; program projects 
and perfornances. Regularity, punctuality, assiduity, ,r:-igor and vigor are as much 
to be weighed as the irrproving quality of your accariplishnents. 
Class Meetings: 03.ily class meetings, 10:00-12:0Q A. M.; with afternoon and 
occasional evening practice sessions, conferences, tapings, perfornances (average 
around 4 hours per day) • 
First Class Meeting: 10:00 A. M. :tvbnday in Orlando 205 
GIVE I EM THE DICKENS 
Dr. Cary Ser 
E 394 
Office: Orlando 107 
(DS) 
Course Description: Crarles Dickens ras been the m:::>st popular novelist in the 
English language since his works first started appearing in 1833. In this course the 
students will attempt to analyze the reasons for the popularity of Dickens's works and 
to assess if trat popularity has been ·truly merited. Besides the novels, the students 
will read several critical works and a biography so that Dickens's literary attenpts 
may be approached in proper perspective. 
Means for Evaluation: The students will be graded on the ba.sis of oral 
presentations and a series of brief (3 to 5 pages) papers. 
Class Meetings: ~:00-12:00 A-. M. daily 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. :tvbnday in Orlando 105. 
RECENT FEMINIST POEI'S 
Dr. Rosanary CUrb 
E 396 
Office: Orlando 108 
(IC) 
. 
'-1 
Course Description: Intensive study of selected p::>etry and prose of five living 
American women whose prirrary genre is poetry and whose declared p::>litical orientation 
is feminist: Adrienne Rich, Audre I.Drde, Robin M:>rgan, Susan Griff in, Ntosake Shange--
including ethnic minority approaches. Seminar approach to feature student explication 
of poetic fonns as well as evaluation of social/political content and aesthetic/literary 
merit. Some class reading of original student poetry and/or critical and personal 
prose responses. 
Means for Evaluation: 1. Oral and written explications of individual poems 
(several per week). 
2. One full-length critical review of the major work of 
one poet not studied in class. 
3. Reading journals - to be collected every week. 
4. Class discussion. 
Class Meetings: 1 : 00-4 : 00 P. M. M:>nday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 
First Class Meeting: 1:00 P. M. M:>nday in Woolson House. 
ENVIRONMENTAL S'IUDIES 
ENVIRONMENTAL LITERATA 
Mr. Edward Scheer 
ES 260/360 
Office: Bush 230 
(DS) 
Course Description: This directed study course explores environmental literature 
ranging £ran the classics to current journal articles. Readings may include, arrong 
others, Th:>reau, Muir, Leop::>ld, Ehrlich, Comnoner, Nader, Hardin, White, Schumacher, 
Club of Rane publications, NEPA, Worster, <xlum, as well as p::>sitions contrary to these. 
Freshmen and sophanores register for 260 while juniors and seniors register for 360. 
A quantitative difference in course requirements will separate these two numbers. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based upon class discussion, essay 
questions and a one-on~ne oral exam. · 
Class Meetings: Individual conferences and class meetings will average 
approximately six hours per week. Students are encouraged to see the instructor in 
the latter part of the fall term preceding the course in order to pick up the syllabus 
if they desire to spread the readings out over a longer period of time. 
First Class .Meeting: 9:00 A. M. M:>nday in Bush 222. 
FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
INI'ERMEDIATE FRENCH CONVERSATION AND CXMPOSITION 
Dr. Patricia Lancaster 
FR 291 * (IC) 
Office: Hauck 207 
Course Description: The objective of this course is to offer practice in speaking 
and writing French at the intermediate level. It may be i;:articularly helpful to non-:-
majors and to students who wish to refresh their language skills. Through readings 
and discussions al:out p:,ssible career choices students will acquire a useful, up-to-
date vocabulary. In addition to writing corcpositions related to the readings, students 
will practice writing various types of personal and business letters. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on their perfonnance in class 
and by means of quizzes, oral reports and compositions. 
Class Meetings: Classes will meet for two to three hours a day four days per week. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M • .Monday in Hauck 100. 
LIFE AND .SOCIEI'Y 
Edward Danowitz 
RN 311 * 
Office: Hauck 205 
(DS) 
Course Description: 'lb study the historical developnent of the Soviet Union 
(1917-1970) and the political, econanic, social, cultural and international factors 
influencing the life of the Soviet citizen today. Course will footure current slides 
of the USSR, Soviet fi.llns and presentations by recent emigrees fran the Soviet Union, 
as well as extracts from the daily Soviet press. Course will provide students with 
the basis for making valid c~isons of American and Soviet society and the life 
values of ooch nation. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will be evaluated on class participation (daily 
attendance required); discussion of reading requiranents; preparation and presentation 
of research paper; final examination. 
Class Meetings: 9:00-12:00 A. M. M:::>nday through Friday 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. M:>nday in Hauck auditorium. 
MASTERS OF CON'I'El-1PORARY LATIN AMER[CAN PROSE 
Dr. Roy Kerr 
SH 135/435 * 
Office:Hauck 204 
(DS) 
Course Description: This course will acquaint students with the works of 
recognized masters of rrodern Latin American Prose Fiction. The bulk of class time will 
consist of group di~cussions of the readings. The critical approach will be eclectic, 
encarpassing both intrinsic and extrinsic methods. The course is open to students of 
Spanish as well as those with little or no knowledge of Spanish. The fo.rmer will 
read the works in Spanish, the latter, in English translation. Di$CUSsion and lectures 
will be in English. An introductory lecture will define the Latin American "new wave" 
prose movanent historically, and link it to contemporary U.S. and world literary currents. 
O~IVES: (1) · a knowledae and anpreciation of the works of rrajor contemporarv Latin 
American prose writers, (2) develoanent of increased reading skills arrona students of 
Soanish through an intensive, in-depth reading nroaram; (3) developnent of an increased 
aesthetic sensitivity to the problems of translation and to tmse cultural ·barriers 
encountered when first rooding a "foreign" literature; (4) critical interaction of students 
of literature with differing linauistic orientation~ (5) introduction to the nature 
and nodes of rrodern fiction. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be based on (1) an individual oral c1.nd 
written rerort on a work outside the required course reading, (2) participation and 
contribution to group discussion, (3) a ·final essay examination. 
Class Meetings: 8:30-12:30 A. M. daily. with one or two evening sessions possible. 
First Class Meeting: 8:30 A. M. Monday in Hauck 191. 
THE SPANISH PLAYERS 
Dr. Edward Borsoi 
SH 295 (DS) 
Off ice: Hauck 202 
Course Description: This .:i.s one of an annual series of plays given in Spanish 
before an appropriate audience (casa Iberia, local high school groups, college students, 
etc.). The course is a workshop consisting _of rehearsals and preparations. Choice of 
play depends on: (1) opportunity for student participation and (2) enrollment. 
Aesthetic/literary considerations are .secondary with the primary purpose being improvement· 
of linguistic skills. Students must 1::>e willing to take parts assigned by the instructor 
and to undertake the chores related to the production. Students should register only 
if they are absolutely certain of remaining enrolled, since the play selection will 
be based of the enrollment figures. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation based on instructor's assessment of cooperation, 
rre.morization of lines and overall perfonnance. 
Class Meetings: Rehearsals 3 to 4 hours daily, from 9:00-12:30 or 1:00. 
First Class Meeting: 9 :00. A. M. :Monday in Cruntrer Auditorium. 
HIS'IORY 
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT IN HIS'IORY H 192 (DS) 
Dr. Jack Lane Office: Knowles 114 
Course Description: The objective of this course is to acquaint students with , 
conceptual tools necessary for historical thinking and to provide them with the skill~ 
necessary for historical ccm:nunication. ·The focus will be on four skills: (1) the skill. 
of systematic questioning; (2) the skill of evaluating and using secondary and primary 
sources; (3) the skill of analy.zing comolex material_; 14) the ski~l of organizing nateria 
into meaningful written fonn. Tne erphasis will be on historical naterial but obviously 
these skills are relevant to most liberal arts disciplines. Thus, students of any 
discipline could benefit from the skills_?ev~lo~t- in this course. 
Means for Evaluation: The skills ILicr1tioned above will be developed through daily 
assigrnnents, through completing tasks in a skills workb::>ok, through research in the 
library and through a research pa.per using the primary sources of the college archives. 
Class Meetings: The class will meet daily for three hours with skills developnent 
tasks assigned for the afternoon and evening. During the latter part of the tenn, 
rrore time will be spent on individual conferences. 
First Class Meeting: 2:00 P. M. Monday in Knowles 112. 
DARWIN AND DARWINISM 
Dr. Barry Levis 
H 193 
Office: Knowles 106 
(DS) 
Course Description: The objective of this course will be to explore the impact 
of a scientific idea on society • . We will begin with an examination of the career 
and najor writings of Charles Darwin, with particular attention to the developnent of 
his theory of evolution. We will then examine the influence of his theory on religion, 
culture, and society in Europe and .America in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
Aroong other topics, we will discuss Social Darwinism, the impact of Darwinism on 
Christianity, and the developnent of racial theories; we will conclude with an examination 
of the Scopes M::>nkey trial. 
Means for Evaluation: Students enrolled in this course will be required to do the 
class readings and participate in class discussions. In addition, each will prepare 
a paper on a specific aspect of Darwinism and its impact. There will be a final exam-
ination covering the course naterial. 
Class Meetings: 9: 00-11: 00 A. M. I--bnday through Friday 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. M::mday in Knowles 102 
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N (1) THE KENNEDY PRESIDENCY H 290 (IC) 
Knowles 107 Ef ~ g: {J) ~- Office: 
~- (1) p. ~ 
ffi ~ ~ ~ Course Description: Books about John F. Kennedy fall into roughly two categories: ~ ~ (a) testi.Ironials to Kennedy's charm, pragma.tism, and political acumen by menibers of the 
t;· "Kennedy circle," and (b) critical assessments of Kennedy's perfonnance by journalists 
arid historians. Based on several books from each of these categories, this course will 
examine the 1960 carrpaign, foreign policy controversies (Bay of Pigs, Vienna, missile 
crisis, Vietnam), the civil rights novanent, the "personal" Kennedy, and Kennedy's 
historical reputation (thus far). ·(Note: No attention will be given to Kennedy's 
assassination, conspiracy theories, etc.) Readings will include 7 books plus reserve 
reading in library; 3 papers (total, aoout 20 pages) assigned. Students must obtain 
consent for this course during the preregistration period. In addition, $tu.dents 
taking this course will meet one evening in early Decatlber to receive Catq)lete inform-
ation and instructions aoout the course, especially aoout the work which must be 
carpleted over Christmas break. 
Means for Evaluation: Over Christmas break, each student will conduct interviews 
with 5-10 people and write a paper corrparing/contrasting contemporary recollections of 
Kennedy with a najor (and lengthy) pro-Kennedy work. This paper will be due at the 
beginning of winter tenn. A second paper will involve interviews with Rollins students. 
The final paper will be a najor essay based on all course readings. In effect, it will 
be a combination fo.rroal paper and canprehensive final exam. In addition to these 
three papers, class participation will be counted as a factor in determining the grade 
for the course. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet 3-4 times per week, afternoons from 2:30-5:00 P.M •• 
Several times during the tenn class will meet in the rrorning from 9:30 -12:00 A. M. 
First Class :Meeting: 2:30 P. M. Monday in Knowles 111. 
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'IHE FIRST WORI.D WAR 
Dr. Charles Edrrondson 
H 390 
Office: Knowles 109 
(DS) s::~ 1 
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Course Description: Few events in History are as widely la'belled a "turning 
point" as the First World War. Historians have seen the war as the source of the Cold 
War, the greatest stimulus in the growth of the rrodern bureaucratic state, a blocx:lbath 
of such proportions that sane trace the path to Auschwitz £ran VerdUin and the Somne, 
the fatal blow to European domination of the world, and the source of a pervasive 
and continuing intellectual and cultural malaise in the West. 'Ib understand how continuity 
and discontinuity are intermingled in human affairs, students will examine each of these 
perceptions and try to assess their validity. The goal will 'be both to enrich one's 
knowledge of World War I and one's sophistication in identifying "turning points." 
Means for Evaluation: The student will 'be evaluated upon his/her contribution to the 
frequent discussions of assigned readings, perfornance in tutorials, and 
canpletion of a major research paper. 
Class Meetings: The class will meet at least twice weekly for rather lengthy 
periods. 'I\ltorials will 'be arranged individually. 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. Ivbnday in Knowles 101 
LIBRARY 
LIBRARY RESEARCH L 101 (IC) 
Mrs. Jean Bloodworth/Mr. Tharas Lineharn Offices: Mills Merrorial Library 
Course Description: This course is for students who want to learn how to use 
library resources efficiently and effectively. The objectives are (1) to prOITOte 
understanding of the materials available in libraries and their scope, arrangement, 
interrelationship, and use; (2) the use of the card catalog, bibliographies, and indexes; 
(3) the methods and procedures of writing a research report. Students will 'be expected 
to apply the instruction in library resources and techniques to the supervised step-
by-step construction of a research report. 
Means for Evaluation: Class participation, daily written exercises, corrpletion of a 
formal research paper. . 
Class Meetings: Daily at 9:00 A. M. for three h:>urs. Group and indiv;i.dual con-
ferences may 'be substituted as appropriate. 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. Monday in Mills Marorial Library. 
MATHEMATICS 
OOLLEGE AI.GEBRA 
Mrs. Gloria Child 
M 108 (IC) 
,Course Description: This cour.se in intended for those students who need to review 
high school algebra before continuing in mathematics. Enrollment is limited to freshren 
and transfer students upon reccrcrnendation of the Department of Mathematical Sciences 
faculy. Topics include: polynanials, linear, quadratic and polynanial equations, 
word problans; simultaneous equations, inequalities. Credit is given only upon successful 
carpletion of this course and one other college mathematics course, such as M109 or M120. 
Means for Evaluation: Several quizzes, hanework and classwork. 
Class .Meetings: This will vary from day to day, but students are expected to be 
available for small group participation 'between 9:00 and 2:00 daily. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. Monday in Bush 328. 
.1,KJ.[:.&·~TICAL 'IOPICS IN ECX>NCMICS 
• Rayrocmd Roth 
M 291 
Office: Bush 329A 
(IC) Area Q 
Course Description: This course is intended for th:)se Econanics and Business 
Aarninistration majors who desire more knowledge of the mathematical techniques used 
in their fields. Topics will include sane multivariable calculus, matrix algebra, 
and difference equations. Applications such as carpound interest and am:,rtization 
of debts, the Harrod-Ixxner-Hicks rrodel for growth of national incane, and Metzler's 
pure inventory cycle will be examined. 
Means for Evaluation: Several tests, class participa.tion, and a final exam. 
Class Meetings: 9:00-12:00 A. M. daily, M:mday .through Friday 
First Class Meeting: ... 9: 00 A. M. Monday in Bush 325 
MUSIC 
SHOWCASE OF MUSIC MU 293 (DS) 
Mr. Thanas Brockman/Mr. Ross Rosazza/Dr. Ward Woodbury Off ices: Keene Hall 
Course Description: A course designed to acquaint participants with the extranely 
fine music program of the college and the carmunity, and to foster a better understanding 
of that music~ The classes will examine and analyze the individual works to be presented 
in each concert or opera; participants will attend the assigned programs and their 
rehearsals. Written critiques and analyses will be required following th:)se programs. 
Outside the sessions, daily listening will be required as well as reading of 1:::>ooks 
related to the muse to be studied, libretti, etc. 
Means for Evaluation: Attendance, listening assignments, reading __?ssignment of 
applicable works, attendance at recitals required, written reports and critiques. 
Class Meetings: Class will rreet for two hours Monday through Thursday, except 
on tho~e days when public perfonnance will take the place of the classes. 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. M:>nday in Keene 102 
PHILOSOPHY 
IDEAL scx:;IErIES 
Dr. Donald Wacane 
PH 192 (DS) 
Office: French House 
Course Description In this course we examine the idea of Utopia as a tool for 
thinking critically aoout social and ,IX>litical organization. We will read various 
classical and conterrporary accounts of the ideal society such as those of Plato~ Thomas 
M:>re, B. F. Skinner, and Ursula LeGuin. Our aim will be to uncover and criticize 
the philosophical premises on which these authors worked, and then to conceive and 
defend our own conceptions of the good society. 
Means for Evaluation: Examination on content of reading, stressing critical 
evaluation. Tenn paper in which the student develops his own formulation of the 
ideal society. 
Ciass Meeting: 9:00-12:00 A. M. Monday through Friday. 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. M:>nday in Crunmer 222. 
PH 196 (DS) AN EXAMINATION OF HUMAN l?OTENTIAlS AND LIMITS 
Dr. Hoyt F.dge Office: French House 3A 
Course Description: Recent research has made ·it clear that some traditional 
views of man have subverted human potential and made us think that we have fewer 
capacities than we really have. We are going to examine sane of the latest evidence 
for the existence and possible use of sane of these potentials, as well as practice 
some techniques which have traditionally been used by those who have espoused the · 
reality of these ,IX>tentials. We will practice different forms of meditation ('Im, 
Silva Mind Control, Yoga, et.al.), Mind Garnes, as well as recent techniques of body 
control. In addition to several hours of practice a day in the above techniques, 
we will be reading a good deal of material (the equivalent of three or four books) 
which examine such areas as mysticism, psychic ability, the nature and limits of 
knowledge, altered states of consciousness, and alternative views of man's nature 
and limits. 
Means for Evaluation: Three tests and a paper 
Class Meetings: Daily for 3½ murs for the first three weeks to practice 
techniques of mind and oody control. Meetings with the instructor during the last 
week and a half to facilitate writing a term paper. 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. Monday in French House Lounge , 
PERSONAL PHILOSOPHY 
Dr. Bruce Wavell 
PH 197 
Off ice: French House 
(DS) - Area V 
Course Description: This course offers students an opportunity to examine, 
in a rational, critical rranner, the basic values by which they live, and to change 
these values if they are convinced this is necessary. The fornat of the course, which 
has been offered for several years, has been carpletely changed this year, so that 
it shall satisfy the decision-making and evaluation requirerrent (V). The new fa.mat 
errploys a learning method called Guided Design which .was invented by Professor 
Charles E. Wales at the University of West Virginia and is rapidly gaining nation-
wide acceptance. Groups of four to seven students are given open-ended problems to 
solve in class through class discussion. They are assisted in finding solutions to 
these problems by means of instruction-feedback material which guides them through 
the decision-making process. The knowledge that is required for solving the problems 
is learned out of class in homework asslgnments. -
Means of Evaluation: Grades will be given on the basis of evaluations of students' 
in-class contributions to the Guided Design project, tests on the material assigned for 
hanework, and on a 5_, 000 word paper which is the main end-product of the project. 
Class Meetings: First week: 9:00-12:00Monday through Friday; Remaining weeks 
10:00-12:00 A. M. 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. Monday in Crurrmer 112. 
.AiYSICS 
STELLAR ASTRONCMY 
Dr. John Ross 
P 193 
Office: Bush 115 
(DS) Ar~ N 
Course Descript.ion The objective of this course is to acquaint the student with 
a basic background in .astronany so that in future years he or she can read or talk 
about the ·field in a knowledgeable manner. The first three weeks will be devoted to 
daily lecture-discussion sessions on the fundamentals of stars and h ·ow we learn about 
their characteristics. In laboratory sessions the student will work with stellar 
globes, maps, charts, photographs and spectrograms. Evening observing sessions will 
include visual, binocular and telescopic observations. During tre last week the 
student will research a particular topic in stellar astronomy--such as variable stars, 
binary stars, planetary nebulae, exploding stars, peculiar stars, radio stars and 
galactic or .globular clusters. An oral presentation of this topic will me made to 
the class. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be from a rnidcourse examination, the oral 
presentation of the research topic and the instructor's personal evaluation of progress. 
Class Meetings: Class meetings or conferences will be £ran 9 to 11 A.M. daily 
during the course. Laboratory work (afternoons) and observing sessions (evening) 
will be arranged depending upon_ the weather. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. ~nday in Bush 107. 
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS AND MICRCXXl'1PUTERS 
Dr. Robert Carson 
P 248 (IC) 
Off ice: Bush 124 
Course Description: The hardware of new electronic products (including rnicro-
carputers) consists of tiny integrated circuit chips whose study encorrpasses what is 
termed digital electronics. We shall concentrate on the 7400 series of chips: their 
fabrication, logic design, and specific uses in rnicrocorrputer circuits. There is a 
strong laboratory canponent of the course: studying the input-output characteristics 
of selected chips, building nore corrplicated circuits with these chips such as counters 
and decoders, lea.ming certain aspects of 8080.A machine language used by the M'-10-1 
rnicrocanputer, and controlling assembled circuits with rnicrocanputer instructions 
(software). OUr objectives are to introduce you to this fascinating world of digital 
electronics by creating circuits, pointing out various applications, familiarizing 
you with a particular microcarputer, and setting up a background for future work in 
the area of corrputers. 
Means for Evaluation: The final grade will 'be based on (1) answering questions 
(l:x>th ver'ba.lly and written) frorn the texts and instructor (2) several quizzes (3) 
successful building of circuits designated by the instructor, and_ (4) a project which 
applies some of the material covered in the course. 
Class Meetings: Class will meet 3 times per week for first four weeks. Approximately 
l½-2 hours per class meeting. 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. ~nday in Bush 105. 
OOLITICAL SCIENCE 
OOLITICS FOR THE MILLENIUM: 2000 A.D. 
Dr. Norman Gilbert 
PO 293 {DS) 
Office: Knowles 105 
Course Description: An examination of the socio-political implications of 
awareness m::>vements (awareness m::>vanents used here to describe any organization seeking 
societal change based on m::>ral, · religious, or quality of life precepts) for American 
politics in the twenty-first century. Special ercphasis will be placed on a study of 
the growth and proliferation of selected religious, mystic, and quality of life 
organizations in an effort to determine sane of the underlying reasons for the birth 
of such m::>vanents and the potential in'pact that these nay have on the restructuring 
of American political institutions. 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation will be determined by the students active 
participation in all class projects including an in-class ·presentation (to be 
scheduled during final ten days) of his or her research project. The final grade will 
be determined by a research paper on sane aspect of the subject matter determined in 
conjunction with the instructor. 
Class Meetings: The class will meet daily £ran 9:30-11:30 A. M. M::mday through 
Friday. In addition, individual student conferences will be set up each week for 
tutorial help and assistance with the research project. 
First Class Meeting: 9:30 A. M. M:mday in Knowles 112. 
THE ORIGINS OF THE (X)I.D WAR, 1945-1950 
Dr. Tmnas Lairson 
ro 394 (IC) 
Office: Knowles 104 
Course Description: A detailed examination of the sources and developnent of the 
Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union during the years fran 
1945-1950. Students will be exposed to orthodox, revisionist, and post-revisionist 
interpretations· of this period. While m::>st of the discussion will be focused on the 
actions of the U.S., substantial attention will be devoted to the soviet Union. The 
reading will include 4-5 1:x:>Oks and numerous articles taken fran the voluminous literature 
on this subject. Students will also be exposed to much of the primary source material. 
Means for Evaluation: There will be three short papers (3-5 pages), 8-10 abstracts 
of primary sources, and a cc:rrprehensive final. Class attendance is mandatory and class 
participation will be required. 
Class Meetings: 9: 30-12: 00 A. M. four days per week. 
First Class Meeting: 9 :30 A. M. M::mday in Orlando 106. 
PSYCHOUX3Y 
THE ART AND SCIENCE OF RELAXATION 
Dr. Martin Farkash 
PY 190 
Office: 
(IC) 
Knowles 202 
Course Description: How often have you been told, "It's only your nerves; 
you've just got to learn to relax." Each of us experience varying degrees of stress 
throughout our lives, yet most of us have never learned to cope with the pressures of 
everyday life. Dealing with stress effectively is not a passive activity, but one 
which requires knowledge, skill and practice. This course is designed to experimentally 
present a sample representation of procedures for praooting relaxation (e.g., hypnosis, 
biofeedback, progressive relaxation) as well as to introduce you to the field of 
scientific relaxation (e.g., the physiology of relaxation). 
Means for Evaluation: Written reports. 
Class Meetings: 4 days per week, 4 hours per day 
First Class Meeting: 9: 00 A. M. Monday in Park Avenue Building Bl. 
CADEMIC INTERNSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOL03Y 
Dr. Roger Ray 
PY 391 (DS) 
Office: Knowles 212 
Course Description: This course is designed to give students a first-hand 
experience in the profession of Psychology as it is practiced within an academic 
setting. Teaching responsibilities, including resource developnent and utilization, 
curricula design and philosophy, delivery techniques, etc., are discussed and experienced 
through role-playing. In addition, academic support responsibilities, including 
professional staffing and recruitments, coomittee activities, departmental activities, 
etc., are taught through m:xieling and role playing. Research and other professional 
involvanents are incorporated into an over-all time-management and responsibilities-
allocation experience to assist in developing an over-all view of the professional 
psychologist as educator • . 
Means for Evaluation: Evaluation relies upon a number of papers and documents which 
will be the products of both group and individual projects. These include 5a.IT\Ple 
professional vita, sample curriculum and philosophical justification, sarrple reference 
letters, an experimental research p3.per, and a teaching critique. 
Class Meetings: 8: 00 A. M. -3: 00 P. M. M:mday through Thursday. 
First Class Meeting: 8:00 A. M • .tvbnday in Knowles 211. 
RELIGION 
WClv1EN IN RELIGION: PAST AND PRESENT 
Dr. Joyce Irwin 
R 194 (IC) 
Course Description: Starting with the study of the present status of wanen in 
.American religious institutions,~ the course will rrove to an examination of the historical 
background of the contanporary situation. Individual wanen as clergy and spiritual 
leaders will be studied as will general issues affecting waneri as a group.· Author-
itative religious statanents on narriage, ·celibacy, abortion and contraception will 
be discussed in the -attempt to understand row such statanents reflect an understanding 
of WOITEI1 1 s role in society. Ivbvements for change within religious institutions will 
be examined in relation to larger societal char¥Jes, such as the Protestant Reformation, 
the rise-of religious pluralism, and the women's rights rrovernents. 
Means for Evaluation: Short oral and written presentations will be required 
in preparation for writing a paper as the major assignment of the course. 
Class Meetings: 10:00-12:00 A. M. M:>nday through Thursday. 
First Class Meeting: 10:00 A. M. :tvbnday in Knowles Matprial Chapel 2. 
INTIMACY AND THE FUTURE OF MARRIAGE 
Dr. Arnold Wettstein 
R 291 (IC) 
Office: KMC 
Course Description: This course is an exploration into the pressures and problems 
of traditional marriage in contarp::,rary society and an examination of alternative love 
partnerships. The object of the course is to facilitate the clarification of the 
personal, social and ethical issues by students and their formulation of their own 
views. Special seminars on sexuality, myths, fallacies and holistic attitudes as well 
as exercises in developing conmunication skills are included. 
Means for Evaluation: Students will prepare and present special reports on 
particular issues and su1:::mi.t essays on sunmary questions pertaining to class discussions 
and the readings. 
Class Meetings: 4 days per week 9: 30-12: 00 A. M. ; occasional afternoon or 
evening sessions. 
First Class Meeting: 9: 30 A. M. M:mday in KM: classroom 1. 
SCIENCE 
ENERGY: A DISOOVERY APPROACE 
Dr. Herbert Hellwege 
SC 120 (IC) Area N 
Course Description: A study of energy anphasizing the laws of thenrodynamics, 
and various fonns of energy, with applications dealing with our present energy dimemra. 
Topics considered will use the discovery approach, which illustrates the process of 
science in order to understand the way in which a small number of fundamental energy 
concepts can explain seemingly carplex interrelationships between various fonns of 
energy. The course is intended to inpart to the non-science :rcajor a sense of science 
as a human activity, and to provide a basic understanding of those scientific principles 
which are necessary in order to :rcake educated decisions regarding our present energy 
situation. A background in physical sciences is not assumed. Appropriate for non-
science :rcajors. 
Means for Evaluation: Student's performance will be evaluated through two one-
h:::>ur exams, a final exam, perfonnance in the laboratory, and laboratory reports. 
· Class Meetings: Class: 9:00-11:00 A.M. 1'-bn, Tues, Wed, Fri; Laboratory 
2:00-4:30 P. M. Monday and 9:00-ll:30A.M. on Thursday 
First Class Meeting: 9:00 A. M. Monday in Bush 224. 
THEATRE ARTS 
THEATRE PRACTICE 
Mr. Keith Malick 
TA 159/259/359 
Office: ART 101 
(IC) 
Course Description: Designed to serve specialized needs of the student of theatre; 
make-up, elenents of production, special styles of acting, voice production, set, 
costume, lighting, with laboratory work on the winter tenn production. · 
Means for Evaluation: Work will be evaluated using a structured evaluation fonn 
reviewed by the theatre staff each week. The last .week of the tenn involves ·in-depth 
evaluation including conferences with each student. 
Class Meetings: 10:00-12:00 A. M. , 2:00-4:00 P. M. Monday through Friday. 
First Class Meeting: 10:00 A. M. 1'-t:>nday in Annie Russell Theatre. 
PUTI'ING ON SHAKESPEARE E-TA 296 (IC) 
Mr. Dale .Amlund/Dr. · Firman Brown/Dr. Robert Juergnes Office: ART 101 
Course Description: A study of the Elizabethan k;Je as illustrated in the Elizabethan 
Public Theatre; architecture, music, dance; use of properties and scenic elanents; 
staging practices, cost'l.lm=s, acting styles canbined with a general introduction to the 
life and times of the Elizabethan Age. The principal objective is to give involved 
students a sense of how the public · theatre represented the Elizabethan Age. An · 
approximation of the Globe Playhouse will be erected in the Annie Russell Theatre, 
and a :rcajor play by William Shakespeare will be staged there, January 26-February 4, 
by the members of the class. 
Means for Evaluation: Grades will be based up:m exams and laboratory work. 
Class Meetings: 10:00-12:00 A.M. Monday through Friday--class meetings 
2:00-4:00, 7:00-10:00 P. M~ Monday through Friday-laboratory 
(acting and technical) 
First Class Meeting: 10:00 A. M. Monday in Annie Russell Theatre. 
III INDIVIDUAL OFF-CAMPUS PROJECTS 
Approval Procedure 
The _procedure for applying for an Individual Off-campus Winter Tenn Project will be as 
follows: 
1) Contact the host organization and discuss your preliminary plans with a representa-
tive of the organization. If the organization is local a preliminary interview 
should be arranged. 
2) Pick up three copies of the application fonn. and conplete the student portion of 
these fonns (one for you, one for your faculty sponsor and .one which will be sent 
to the host organization and then will remain in the Office of the Provost). 
3) Discuss your project with your faculty sponsor and agree on oow he or she will 
cormrunicate with you· during the winter tertn and how your project will be evaluated. 
Your faculty sponsor will need to corcplete one portion of these fonns and sign 
them. The sp:msor should keep one' ~CdPY' of this form. 
4) ·· Obtain the signature of the acadertii.-t~"-adviser and send one copy of the application 
form directly to the host organization with an appropriate covering letter. Also 
send the attached (Intent to ApplyY slip to the Office of the Provost. 
5) See your adviser between October 22 and October 31st and fill out a winter tenn 
registration fonn. Enter the name of your proposed individual Off--Carrpus Project 
as your first choice, and enter the titles of two on-carrpus courses that you 
would be interested in taking if your proposal is not approved. 
6) The host organization will send a conpleted copy of this fonn directly to the 
Office of the Provost. The cgnpleted fonn must be received by the Office of the 
Provost by Octo'ber 22 in order to be considered. You should notify the host 
organization of this deadline in your covering letter. 
7) The proposal will then be considered·"·by a Faculty Review Camri.ttee. Students will 
be notified aoout approval or disapproval of their project by Novanber 12. The 
approval process must be initiated by the student at the beginning of the fall 
tenn. Keep in mind that no proposals will be accepted after October 22. As you 
are considering a possible proposal, you sh::>uld be cognizant of the fact that it 
must be an acadanic endeavor, since you will be receiving acadenic credit for 
your work. It should involve you in rrore than just the acquisition of practical 
skills in a :particular occupation by being clearly related to sane academic disci-
pline. Purely recreational projects should 'be avoided. You are encouraged to 
avoid conflict of interest situations such as family employment or supervision, 
wage earning, the continuation of a s1..1Imer job or proposing a project at bane or 
at some out-of-town location when similar opportunities are available in the 
Orlando/Winter Park area. 
I.V ENGINEERING COURSES AT WASHINGIDN UNIVERSITY IN ST. LOUIS 
Through a cooperative agreanent with the School of Engineering and Applied Science at 
Washington University in St. I.Duis, Missouri, pre-engineering students at Rollins College 
have the opp:,rtunity to enroll in 2-week intensive engineering courses on the Washington 
University campus. These courses are specifically designed for pre-engineering students 
attending colleges that participate in 3-2 agreerrents with Washington University. They 
allow students to explore and confirm interests in engineering and to sample the various 
engineering curricula. They also provide the students and faculty the opp:,rtunity to 
verify the student's ability in engineering and applied sciences. 
Rollins will accept these three sanester oour courses as equivalent to one Rollins winter 
tenn course. In addition, the student will earn credit which will make the COI11Pletion of 
a degree in engineering at one of the 3-2 cooperative institutions easier. The cost 
will be for tuition, rousing, and meals. The student should also allow for travel 
expenses and money for incidentals. Students who qualify for this program will receive 
a refund for that p:,rtion of their Rollins tuition which they have paid and a refund 
for a p:,rtion of their board fee. fbwever, since the College must reserve rooms, we 
will not be able to ·re:f:und any p:,rtion of the musing charge. In addition, Washington 
University at St. Louis will provide to .deserving students a two-thirds tuition remission 
up:,n the reccmrendation of the faculty. 
The six courses listed below will be offered for the January tenn. Each course will 
involve three lecture sessions and an independent study or laboratory each day. 
The student may take only one course during the winter tenn. 
ChE Introduction to Chemical Engineering 
ChE, EE Engineering Applied to Bianedical Problans 
ME 144 
Cl-IE 240 
Ce, ME Engineering Mechanics I 
231 
SSM 202 Introduction to Systans Science and Ma.thenatics I 
THA. 144 Introduction to Technology and Human Affairs 
Cs~---'EE Digital Cgnputers: . Organization and Logical Design 
360 
For detailed infonnation on this program and application fonns, students should see 
Dr. -Jolm Ross, Coordinator of the 3-2 Engineering Program. 


